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Aggie star tackles dementia’s grip on mother

By Jacob Nielson
SPORTS CONTENT MANAGER

F

Gilliam decided to enter the transfer portal with
intentions of returning home to take care of his mother.
Thankfully, Nikkie “stepped up to the plate” and moved
from Atlanta to Columbus instead to be the primary

family member to another isn’t a viable option. Each
sibling is making tremendous sacrifices, yet Ellis’ memory
and overall well-being continues to deteriorate. They’re
desperate to find a more reliable solution.
“It constantly seems like we’re taking 10 steps
forward and then 15 steps back,” Ryane said
following the North Dakota game. “But we’re just
kind of doing what we can and trying to find joy
and laughter in the midst of feeling stuck in this
situation.”
“It’s really hard times,” Gilliam admitted. “But
it’s our mom so we’re going to figure it out
somehow.”

riday, Sept. 10 was a memorable night for senior
Utah State Football player Tobias “Cash” Gilliam.
Gilliam, the Aggies starting striker (a
hybrid safety and linebacker position) had just
finished with six tackles in a 48-24 win over
North Dakota. And he had the first full weekend
to hang out with his mom in several months.
His mother Donna Ellis is 58 and was diagnosed
with early onset dementia in 2019.
She has a joyful persona and can brighten
the days of those who meet her. Exchanging
pleasantries with her on the field postgame, it
‘It’s crazy how fast it happened’
was clear she loves her son and loves football.
Ellis used to be a fiercely independent woman
She showed off her custom made no. 5 sweater
who worked hard to raise her three children.
that matched her son’s jersey. She seemed gleeful,
Described by Ryane as “overly confident” and
despite not fully grasping what was going on.
“ambitious,” she knew how to take matters into
Gilliam, who had spent the past three hours
her own hands.
trying to take his opponents’ heads off, was now
When Ellis was unhappy with the little league
the most tender person in the stadium, speaking
football team Gilliam played on growing up,
with his mother patiently and not leaving her
she decided to establish her own team “despite
side.
not knowing much about football,” according to
It’s been a humbling couple of years for Gilliam.
Ryane.
He’s had to watch mostly from afar as his mother,
She made the team an official member of Pop
who lives in Ohio, continues to regress in health.
Warner, hired coaches and enlisted high school
He and his two half sisters, Ryane Adeniran and
aged Ryane and Nikkie to run the cheer team.
Nikkie Adeniran, don’t know what to do.
“I played on her team for like three or four
A once independent woman who raised
years,” Gilliam said. “And she made it really cheap
three children and was highly involved in her
so inner city kids could come play.”
community — even establishing a pee-wee
In other things growing up, her passion could
football team in Dayton, Ohio — Ellis is now
turn into pride, and there were some “hurtful”
losing touch with reality. Taking on a childlike
things that happened, according to Ryane. But
persona, she’s unable to do day-to-day things
for Gilliam, his mother was his inspiration. He’s
such as cooking or driving and even struggles
acquired much of the same drive she had, and it’s
to use the restroom on her own. She has to be
helped him become a successful football player
supervised 24/7.
and person.
“It’s kind of hard, because she works so hard to
“I wouldn’t be here without her,” he said.
get me to this point,” Gilliam said. “And she can’t
Because of Ellis’s self-determination, early signs
really genuinely ... she can’t see it.”
of dementia weren’t immediately recognized.
“It’s a tough, tough thing to deal with,” said
“Towards the end of my senior high school, I
senior defensive tackle Jaylin Bannerman, who
started noticing it but at that point, I didn’t know
was Gilliam’s teammate at Kentucky, Arizona
what it was,” Gilliam said. “I used to get frustrated
Western and now Utah State. “But that’s a
like, ‘Mom, I just told you that.’ I didn’t really
wonderful lady. I love her like she’s my own
understand.”
mom. She’s a very good person.”
PHOTO BY Edward Harimoto
Gilliam moved to Lexington the summer of 2016
The biggest concern is there doesn’t seem to be
Gilliam poses with his mother, Donna, and his sister, Ryane, after Utah State’s win over North Dakota.
to
play football at Kentucky. It wasn’t long after he
any way to keep Ellis’s condition from worsening.
moved away when Ellis’ situation got more serious.
“They don’t have any cure for it,” Gilliam said.
caretaker, and Gilliam was able to stay in Logan.
On May 15, 2017, Ellis’ sister passed away. When this
“You really can’t do anything for it honestly, besides make
This year, Ryane relocated from Boston to Cincinnati
happened, “things kicked up kind of rapidly,” according to
their life comfortable.”
to help take care of Ellis whenever she’s in the country,
Gilliam.
Gilliam and his sisters have spent the past year
which is about half of the time. She works for the
Despite clear signs something was wrong, Ellis was
searching for an effective treatment center that could
International Churches of Christ, and the church sends
adamant she was just fine. Her self-sufficient nature was
take care of Ellis but have been unsuccessful at finding
her out to work in Europe for two month stretches
dueling the disease.
an affordable one that meets her needs. So instead, the
throughout
the
year.
Ryanne
just
left
for
Moldova
on
Eventually, she got into the doctors and was diagnosed
family has taken turns caring for their mother.
Sept. 13.
with early on-set dementia in 2019. In the months since,
When Ellis’s health began to rapidly deteriorate in early
There’s a chance Ellis will move out to Logan for a few
there have been several chilling instances that helped
2020, she came out to Logan to stay with Gilliam for a
weeks this fall, so she can see Gilliam play in his games
Gilliam realize how scary of a condition it is.
six month stretch. When she went back to Ohio, she lived
and
give
Nikkie
a
break.
In 2020, Ellis was splitting time living with her sister,
with her sister and mother.
But the reality is having Ellis bounce around from one
Gilliam’s “Auntie Wheatie,” and with Nikkie. She
Soon it became clear that wasn’t working out, and

Finding Treatment
When Nikkie moved to Columbus last
year, the search began for an assisted living
facility for Ellis to move into.
They found a nice one that would be
covered by insurance and was located next
to Nikkie’s new home. What they didn’t

or neurologists in different states, or
people who just have gone through it
themselves,” Ryane said. “But also, at
the same time, it can be like an analysis
paralysis or information overload. It’s
like, we have all this information, but it
still doesn’t seem like we’re making any
progress.”

Another concern
is finding a place
that not only
meets Ellis’s needs,
but makes her
feel comfortable.
Because most
people with
dementia are in
their 70s, 80s
and 90s, Gilliam
knows his mother
wouldn’t do well
in a memory care
center — if they
managed to find
one they could
afford.
“She wants to
still be able to
move around and
like, maneuver and
stuff like that,” he
said. “At the end of
the day, we want
her to be happy
too. We just don’t
want to put her
somewhere. You
know what I’m
saying? We want
our mother to be
happy.”
Gilliam’s dream
is to get Ellis
PHOTO BY Joseph F Myers a comfortable,
permanent home
to live in and hire
a caretaker to live with her.
He believes his best shot at doing that is
making money from the sport he loves to
play.
“God willing,” Gilliam said, “I have an
opportunity to play at that next level. I
know I’m gonna be able to take care of her.
So that sacrifice alone, I feel like it’s gonna
be worth it in the end. I didn’t go home
this summer. I didn’t see my mom. I didn’t
go home this summer. I stayed in Logan to
train. But she knows why I stay here.”
In the meantime, they’re trying to take
care of Ellis with the limited resources they
have.
Day to Day
Ryane was quick to learn taking care of
somebody with dementia is an emotionally
and physically demanding task around the
clock.
She feeds Ellis three meals a day, takes
her to get her nails done, takes her to
church and has her listen to gospel music.
When Nikkie is watching her, she’ll take
see “Gilliam” PAGE 14
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preferred living
with Wheatie, who
didn’t fully grasp
the situation and
had a hard time
telling her no.
In one instance,
Ellis took the keys
to her sister’s
car and started
driving around.
Nobody knew
where she was.
One of Gilliam’s
hometown friends
spotted her
sleeping in the car
in a parking lot,
and told Gilliam
who then gave his
mother a call.
Ellis knew she
was in trouble,
yet didn’t know
how to get back
to her sister’s
house. Gilliam
was in Utah and
felt helpless. She
continued driving
the car around
aimlessly. But,
thankfully, an
old family friend
stepped in.
“This is how God
Cash Gilliam warms up prior to the Aggies win over North Dakota last week.
works,” Gilliam
said. “She gets to
realize was most care centers don’t have
this gas station. And one of my pee-wee
the resources to take care of somebody
coaches from when I was in little league
with dementia.
was at the gas station. She was getting into
“She got rejected because her scores were
it with the clerk talking about, ‘I’m looking
too low and her evaluation didn’t go over
for one of my kids, they got Alzheimer’s.’”
well,” Ryane said. “They said she needed a
“My coach noticed her like ‘Hey, Miss
memory care unit.”
Ellis. what’s up? You good?’ and she was
The problem is memory care units “cost
like, ‘Yeah. I’m looking for my kid with
an arm and a leg,” according to Gilliam.
Alzeihmer’s.’ Now mind you he know me
Their current health insurance plan won’t
and my whole family and was like, ‘None
cover memory care. And because Ellis has
of your kids had Alzheimer’s.’ So he called
seven years until she’s 65, Medicaid won’t
my best friend’s mom. They had to go get
help.
her and then they had to call the police
Ryane and Nikkie have done everything
at the gas station. They took her license
they can to find help and gain knowledge.
away so she ain’t allowed to drive anymore They’ve found support on social media and
legally.”
in Ohio from others who have a loved one
This occurrence, and others like it, helped with dementia.
Gilliam and his sisters realize she urgently
“So we’ve had people get us in contact
needed proper treatment.
with like case managers, or social workers
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What is dementia and how does it relate to Alzheimer’s?
By Jared Adams
NEWS STAFF WRITER

S

eptember is Alzheimer’s Disease International’s
World Alzheimer’s Month.
Alzheimer’s is a specific brain disease and a type
of dementia. Dementia is a label for conditions characterized by impairment of at least two brain functions, such as
memory loss and judgment.
Alzheimer’s disease is the most common form of dementia. According to the Alzheimer’s Association, they
account for 60-80% of cases.
According to the Alzheimer’s Association, more than six
million people live with Alzheimer’s, and more than 30%
of seniors die with a form of dementia. It is most common
in individuals over the age of 85.
Symptoms of dementia include forgetfulness, limited
social skills and thinking abilities. These often become severe and interfere with daily life.
Elizabeth Fauth, a professor of Human Development and
Family Studies at Utah State, gave a TEDx Talk on the
topic in 2015.
Fauth said depending on the severity of the disease,
some people may become very aggressive, agitated, paranoid or worried.
“These behaviors become logical if you think like a person with dementia,” she said. “If you didn’t know where
you were, or who was in the room with you, you would
probably also be very worried and agitated.”
Alzheimer’s and dementia impact more than the patient,

but also their friends, families and caregivers.
Fauth also touched on this during her TEDx Talk, and
said that caring for someone with dementia can be extremely difficult due to the difficult behaviors associated
with the diagnosis.
In 2019, Fauth partnered with Marilyn Albertson, an
associate professor of family and consumer science with
Utah State University Extension, to create a free online
support course for caregivers of those with dementia.
This course, known as ACT, or Acceptance and Commitment Therapy, is designed to help teach caregivers techniques for managing tough situations associated with Alzheimer’s and dementia.
“There is often grief,” Fauth told KSL in 2019, “even
though the person is still alive, because the person’s abilities have declined from what he or she could remember
and do before the disease.”
The online course is currently only available as a service
for caregivers that are signed up for the Retired Senior
Volunteer Program, or RSVP, of Cache and Rich Counties.
RSVP also promotes events and volunteer opportunities
to raise awareness.
Information on RSVP for Cache and Rich counties is
available at facebook.com/RSVPcacherich/.
Zach Crow, a senior at Utah State University, has a
grandmother with dementia and can relate to seeing how
dementia can affect an entire family.
“It was devastating to watch someone I loved so much
become less aware of who I was, until she no longer remembered or was able to communicate with me,” he said.

“My family was left with a shell of the woman whom we
loved, cared for, and respected.”
Crow said the worst part about it all is there is almost no
way to treat or prevent it.
“One day the person you care about will start to develop
this incurable disease that will slowly take away bits and
pieces of who they are,” Crow said. “If you know someone
who has a loved one struggling with dementia, just be
there for them because it’s not easy.”
Getting involved and showing support for those impacted by Alzheimer’s and dementia can be as simple as wearing a purple ribbon, donating or sharing a social media
post with the hashtags #KnowDementia and #KnowAlzheimers.
More information on World Alzheimer’s Month and getting involved is available on Alzheimer’s Disease International’s website, alzint.org.

Jared Adams is a sophomore
at Utah State studying
communications. Outside of
news writing, Jared enjoys coffee,
elephants, rainy days and Taylor
Swift.
— Jared.Adams@usu.edu
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Meet Professor Fauth:
dementia expert

By Natalie Rust
LIFESTYLES STAFF WRITER

I

t all started at a waitressing job at an assisted living
facility. Elizabeth Fauth, a teenager at the time, had
no idea the old men and women she served would
soon hold a special place in her heart for years to come.
Fauth, a professor of Human Development and Family
Studies at Utah State University, researches the integration
between well-being and social support in late life. One of
Fauth’s focuses is the relationship between caregivers and
individuals with dementia.
Dementia is a brain disease characterized by a progressive loss of memory, problem solving and other thinking
abilities. It predominantly affects older populations and
functions as an umbrella term for conditions such as Alzheimer’s.
With cases rising, due to an aging population, research
on the disease is more important than ever. In fact, dementia diagnoses in Utah rose 23.5% just this past year.
Many of the elderly Fauth worked for at the assisted
living facility were affected by dementia. Fauth quickly
learned she had a gift for interacting with these residents
though. She was fascinated by their interesting conversations and had a special patience for them. This led her to
want to go into the field.
“I felt like maybe not everybody naturally wants to go
into this area,” Fauth said, “and, because I do, I really need
to do it and need to have a big impact,”
Through her research on dementia, Fauth aspires to provide the community with the skills to better understand
the disease. As a result, she hopes to create an environment that maximizes the quality of life of caregivers and
individuals suffering from dementia.
In 2015, Fauth gave a Tedx Talk for USU about the importance of respecting the emotional realities of those
suffering from dementia. This is one of the methods she
supports in regards to creating a healthier environment for
caregivers and individuals with dementia.
Fauth emphasizes the need to treat people with dementia
as if their version of reality is real. Engaging with their
emotions can help create connection and avoid difficult
situations.
“It gives people moments to laugh and to connect in moments that are pretty difficult with dementia” Fauth said
about the approach.
Fauth uses what she calls “applied research” to promote
these healthy approaches. Applied research consists of
publicizing her findings in a way that everyone can understand (like with her Tedx Talk) and working with organizations to connect people with resources.
“I get to take research — which is generally considered
this very cerebral thing you do in your office — with other researchers,” Fauth said, “but I get to bring that to the
community.”
Fauth is involved in several organizations in the surrounding community such as Sunshine Terrace and the

Utah chapter of the Alzheimer’s Association.
As a board member of the Alzheimer’s Association, Fauth
works with researchers to make sure their services are getting out to the people who need them.
In addition to her work with dementia research and position as professor, Fauth is also a mother of three kids.
“I’m most proud of the fact that I have a wonderful family,” she said.
For her, having both a family and work life are integral to
maintaining balance. They both make her a better person.
They allow her to contribute more to either aspect of her
life, making her a better mother, professor and researcher.

Submitted Photo

Natalie Rust is a freshman
interested in studying
international studies at Utah
State University. In her free
time, she loves to read, thrift
and explore the great outdoors.
— natalie.rust@usu.edu
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OPINION

Visibility is not
related to severity

I

n the morning, my elementary school class lined up
outside the building while we waited to go inside.
One day, I couldn’t find my best friend before class.
The bell rang, so I lined up without him and filed inside
with everyone else.
To my surprise, my friend was already in the classroom
sitting at his desk. A bright blue cast covered his right
arm. We rushed over to him, asked for the story of what
happened and took turns signing his cast.
Around the same time, my grandma began showing
signs of dementia. I would always look forward to her visits because she would tell us stories about her childhood.
But as a kid with no understanding of dementia, I only
knew something was wrong when her stories got shorter
and when she stopped telling them altogether.
She always refuses help. Her stubbornness makes it difficult to get her the help she needs. Today, she looks about
the same — maybe older and thinner — but she doesn’t
know who I am. She doesn’t even know who her husband
or her children are.
In one of the first weeks of high school, I briefly reconnected with an old friend in a PE class. He did the awkward exercises with the rest of us, smiling with the rest of
us. He looked like the same kid I knew in middle school.
He committed suicide a few days later.
We like drawing lines between physical and mental problems. We even draw lines between visible physical issues
and invisible physical issues. Dementia-ridden grandparents and depression-ridden teenagers can’t put on a bright
blue cast, so most of the time, no one knows anything is
wrong. This problem is more complicated than a change
in mindset though, it is ingrained in how insurances cover
health problems and the system nurses and doctors use to
treat us.
But Utah State University professor and nurse practitioner Dave McOmber said the university uses evidence-based research to teach students that the mind and
body are connected.
“Why are we chopping people’s heads off?” McOmber
said. “Eliminate the idea that physical health and mental
health are different.”
Instead, he said we should adopt the encompassing idea
of “personal health.”
All mental illness is rooted in issues with physical
process, whether visible or invisible. Monique Frazier, a
clinical psychologist and therapist with USU’s Counseling
and Psychological Services, agrees that our mental and
physical health are more connected than many people

think they are. She said it may be because mental issues,
historically, have come second to physical issues.
“For decades people have been much more aware and
valuing of physical health. Mental health has been a bit
forgotten,” Frazier said.
Issues such as depression and anxiety-related disorders
should be treated with the same level of respect as broken
bones and other highly visible issues. Obviously, we stay
home and get rest when we have contagious illnesses. If we
have visible medical problems, we still stay home and get
the rest and care you need to feel 100 percent again.
Why is it any different for invisible mental problems? We
take time to take care of our bodies. Why are we often not
allowed the same time to take care of our minds? It’s all the
same. It’s all our own health we have responsibility for.
“Mental health problems can range to mild and cumbersome and manageable to debilitating,” Frazier said. “Severe
mental problems make it so you can’t work.”
In many cases, those who suffer from invisible, neurological health problems don’t even know something is wrong,
no matter how debilitating. Frazier said education is an
important way to prevent this. The more we know about
invisible issues, the faster we can spot them in ourselves
and others and the earlier we can find ways to prevent or
manage them.
In a different way, education is also important for delaying the onset of dementia and making it more manageable.
According to McOmber, mental exercises, such as math
games and Sudoku puzzles, are important for keeping our
brains sharp and delaying unhealthy synaptic pruning.
In normal brain development, some underused junctions
are pruned, much like you should prune your tree to support healthy growth. With dementia, synapses in the brain
are pruned too quickly and too often, especially in areas
associated with memory and emotion. Keeping your brain
active has been a proven way to help delay this pruning.
Invisible conditions and mental health problems
shouldn’t be used as an excuse. This helps no one. It only
feeds hurtful beliefs about the illegitimacy of those disorders. You are still expected to take preventative measures
and do what you can to help yourself and get more help
if you need it. This further prioritizes education about
mental health and what signs to look for.
But discrimination between health issues is neither
constructive nor healthy. A bright blue cast shouldn’t be
the reason one condition gets more attention from both
ourselves and others.

William Bultez is a broadcast journalism major from Idaho. He is a film
fanatic, dog lover and music enthusiast
who enjoys the outdoors.
— william.bultez@usu.edu
@willistheginger
Pexels

By Brielle Carr
NEWS STAFF WRITER

O

n Sept. 2, Logan City Mayor Holly Daines, announced the plan to have a bike/pedestrian underpass built under South Main St.
This project has been on the back burner for over three
years, but with a recent $4.1 million awarded to Logan
from the Utah Department of Transportation, Daines said
she is excited to see the underpass finally in progress.
The construction for the project won’t begin until the fall
of 2022, starting with the building of a bridge that will
connect both sides of the river. Daines is glad to finally see
this long-term goal of hers put into action.
The underpass will connect those trails on the east and
west sidesof Main St., making 600 S. a cul-de-sac and providing a faster route for pedestrians.
The new trail will connect to 200 E. and will lead you
to bike lanes that will eventually take you to Merlin Olsen
Park. Ultimately, this underpass will connect trails from
the canyon all the way to Trapper Park.
Kamilla Shultz, the civil engineer on the project, explained the underpass will serve as a safer and more convenient way for bikers and pedestrians to cross Main St.
at 600 S.
Currently, there are no pedestrian crossings near the
trail and as a result, pedestrians must go out of their way
to connect from the trail on the east side to the trail on the
west side of Main St.
“There is no good way for pedestrians and cyclists to
safely and quickly cross Main between 300 S. and about

800 S.,” Daines said. “This will remedy that situation.”
Daines explained this project will strengthen the trial
system and eliminate barriers while travelling.
The mayor further explained UDOT has been helpful
through the process of getting the project put together
and ultimately getting it off its feet.
“This crossing not
only will help recreationally, but it will
also help with transportation and pedestrian traffic, and people who are living on
the island,” Schultz
said. The island she is
referring to is a piece
of land in Bear River,
at the head of cutler
reservoir.
Other grants were
also given by major
contributors for this
project
including
Dell Loy Hansen of Wasatch Development, who donated
$160,250 in trial improvements and property.
Craig Adams of Gateway Development also donated
$200,000 of adjacent trail improvements. These development companies run along the highway and are both a
short distance away from the future underpass. The con-

struction of the underpass will prove to be a great investment for the companies, Schultz explained, by making it
easier and safer for customers to cross Main St.
Daines also said the underpass will be a lasting benefit
for all those involved.
“The traffic roadway work
would be as short of duration as we can make it, I
know that was a worry for
everyone and we are well
aware of it,” Shultz said,
“and we will do everything
in our power to minimize
those impacts as much as
feasibly possible.”
The underpass will be 10
feet wide, 10 feet high and
100feet long. Overall, the
construction of the underpass will take a few months
to complete, while the construction of the road is estimated to take a week.
Schultz said they will use
prefabricated tunnel sections, meaning the concrete structure will be built in a factory then shipped to the construction site. This will make the construction process go by
quicker.
Avery Cronyn, the manager at Aggie Blue Bikes, agreed
the underpass will be beneficial for all bikers passing
through that area.
“That would be pretty much the only non-motorized
way to cross Main, which is pretty nice,” Cronyn said.
As for the construction time on the road, Schultz expects
most of the construction to either be done at night or
lanes being shifted to keep two-way traffic and only one
lane being worked on at a time. However, it will ultimately be up to UDOT.

Brielle Carr is a first year student studying journalism. She loves to read and
spend a lot of her time at the gym.
— Brielle.Carr@usu.edu

Sketch of the future underpass to be built on South Main St.
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Logan City receives $4.1 million to
build underpass on South Main Street
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Off-campus
housing ‘scam’

USU students fed up, speak
out against poor apartment
complex management
By Jacee Caldwell
NEWS CONTENT MANAGER

A

lthough the semester has just begun, tenants at
Alpine Flats, an off-campus student housing complex, have already had multiple issues and submitted complaints regarding rent money, contracts, and their
living situation.
According to one current tenant, Seth Parry, who is also
a sophomore at Utah State University, his experience with
Alpine Flats, although it has been short, has been a nightmare.
Parry explained it started with annoying changes that
proved the management to be disorganized from the beginning.
He said although he and his roommate had signed a contract in March for a one-\bedroom apartment, Alpine Flats
had contacted them in July informing them there was no
longer availability for that room and they would have to
switch to a two-bedroom apartment.
Parry also stated that although they wanted to find another living location due to this conflict, Alpine Flats gave them
only one day to decide whether they would sign the new
two-bedroom contract.
“Obviously no other housing is gonna reply within a day,
so we were kinda stuck living in a situation that we didn’t
want to be living in,” he said.
And the complications didn’t stop there, Parry said after
they signed the second contract and went to find their room
on check-in day in August, the management informed him
and his roommates, the contract they had signed was nowhere to be found in the system.
Eventually, they sent him to a room that already had full
occupancy and then to a room that Parry described as “the
most disgusting place I’ve ever been in, in my life.” He alleged black mold covering the entire bathroom and said it
looked like the place had never been cleaned.
After a very frustrating day for Parry, and many other tenants with similar stories, he was finally put in a three-bedroom apartment, with a third contract and was required to
pay a third application fee of $50.
Lauren Morrow, a USU senior, has lived at Alpine for a
year now, also expressed frustration from the start after
waiting six hours on move-in day to get into her apartment.
She noted one of the ways management got tenants to

money where it belongs.
Hart shared that his friend, who was originally planning
to live there, had purchased a parking pass but when he
found a new place, Alpine Flats took the parking pass,
and said they wouldn’t refund him the $400 until they
could sell it.
“The problem is, I went in there the other day to buy
a parking pass and they told me they were out, which
means they sold his and didn’t tell him and so he’s still out
the money,” he said.
Individuals at the Nelson partners owned
complex were actually
so upset with the administration that a flyer was
anonymously created,
slipped under each door
and put on every car in
the parking lot, asking
for everyone to stand up
to it and voice their complaints and spread their
stories.
Mikaela Smith, a current renter who has also
been threatened with
eviction, said she even
went so far as to talk to
legal professionals about
the situation to get some
advice on what she
should do.
“The paralegal said
that this is an intimidation type of scam and
that I should ignore everything they send me,”
Smith said. “They’re just
making up a bunch of
stuff. I think Nelson Partners probably thought
PHOTOS BY Joseph F Myers that they could take advantage of us.”
Candia disagreed with
these accusations and wanted people to know if they just
come to her, she is more than willing to solve any problems.
“Ninety percent of my people already paid all the fees up
front, so these little straggler ones are just making it a bigger deal than what it really needs to be,” she concluded.
With information regarding legal troubles facing Nelson Partners, and countless more stories from both past
and current tenants still to be told, this is just part one
of two regarding this story, stay tuned.
Jacee Caldwell is a second-year journalism student going into her second
year with student media. Other than
her passion for writing, Jacee also
enjoys snowboarding, eating Subway,
watching football and anything made
my Nike.
— Jacee.caldwell@usu.edu
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resign contracts for the following year was to promise no ing troubles, and in her case, she continues to receive
application fees, no deposits and no administration fees, eviction notices.
however, when it came time to move in, they didn’t keep
On her account, her bill statement showed she still owed
their word.
rent money for August, however, Newey claims she had
Chelsie Brown-Candia, the regional manager under 800 already paid it. After addressing the issue and being told
Block, but recently hired as a manager over Alpine Flats, by management the problem had been solved, the balexplained most of the disorganization and confusion is ance still remained “unpaid” and more fees were added.
because of the fact she is the only person working there
Newey confronted the manager again and was reassured
right now and that was hired only a few weeks ago, so a second time the problem was fixed.
naturally it has been a slow process trying to figure things
“Then when September rent was due, I paid it, and then
out.
As for the fees, Candia
explained all tenants
must pay an application
fee because it pays for a
credit and criminal records check. Additionally, a security deposit
also must be required
in order to hold tenants
accountable for having
a clean apartment when
they leave.
The manager said admin fees were waived
for all of the tenants
due to many people
being moved around
during a very chaotic
move-in day.
Numerous attempts to
reach Nelson Partners
were unsuccessful prior
to publication deadline.
However, this isn’t the
end of the story. Emmet
Hart, Parry’s roommate,
explained not only is
the management unorganized and unprofessional, but said he feels
all the tenants are being
Alpine Flats is owned by Nelson Partners and is located near campus at 729 E 900 N, Logan.
scammed.
Hart said originally his
rent was around $375, however, within the past week it I got the eviction notice,” she said. “I called [Candia] and
went up to $400 without being notified.
she didn’t answer, so I called again and no answer. Then
He also mentioned he has received at least three new I texted her and she responded saying that she would
contracts to sign within just a week, even though he al- check on it later. Then I got a second eviction notice.”
ready has one signed.
Lauren Broadhead, a returning renter this year, shared
“Everyone in our apartment was wondering what was during the summer after mistakes were made on her rent
going on,” Hart said. “A couple of my roommates went payments, her account showed she was officially evicted,
into the office and the worker said it was a glitch, but I but the administration told her to ignore it.
think they were just trying to see who they could get to
And with more troubles regarding leases, Broadhead
pay more because she changed it for everyone who went and all of her roommates ended up not having a contract
in but I haven’t gone in to talk to her about it yet and mine at all for at least a month.
is still $400.”
“We were concerned that at some point however, we
Candia also had an explanation for this occurrence. She would be kicked out of the apartment complex for illesaid the system was recognizing fees as of the current gally living there even though it wasn’t our fault,” she
date rather than the date when the individual’s originally explained
held the apartment.
Hart also added their rent has always been due on the
“Everything is edited back down to their original rates. 31st of each month, but without notification again, manThe system has already corrected itself and I believe ev- agement changed the rent deadline to the sixth and then
eryone is handled now,” she said. “They actually got a bet- charged all of the tenants a $50 late fee.
ter deal in the end because I got their admin fee waived.”
Not only has Alpine Flats allegedly raised rent and
However, current tenants like Rylee Newey, are still hav- changed due dates, but Hart claimed they aren’t returning
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LIFESTYLES STAFF WRITER
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Stand out, together

remember going to my first Pride and thinking,
oh, my gosh, I’m not alone,” said Erika-Danielle
Lindstrom, the gender and sexuality coordinator at
the USU Inclusion Center. “Here is my community. I can be
celebrated. There’s something amazing about me. This is
why Pride is so important.”
This year’s Logan Pride Festival’s theme “Stand Out,
Together” goes quite well with Lindstrom’s words. The
festival took place on Saturday Sept. 18 at Willow Park.
Though Pride month is June, the Logan Pride Foundation
decided to move the celebration to September to reach
more of Utah State University’s students, according to Paul
Urzagaste, the marketing director for this year’s event.
Pride is important to many people, and while it can look
like just a fun way to celebrate who you are, there are
deeper reasons why Pride is vital to the community.
Pride is not only a celebration, but a tribute to those who
have lost their lives for loving who they loved, according
to Urzagaste.
“In 2019, suicide was the leading cause of death for
Utahns ages 10 to 17 and 18 to 24,” Urzagaste said, “not
to mention that the percentages of people suffering with
depression in Utah are above the national average.”

Urzagaste also mentioned the Logan Pride Festival was
created to show members of the LGBTQ+ community, and
its allies, there are many resources available to them.
“There are resources, organizations and people that
are there to provide support when they feel alone, or
struggling to fit in,” Urzagaste said. “Not only that, but
it is also created to celebrate our uniqueness and love for
who we are.”
For this reason, Pride is of utmost importance to both
Urzagaste, Lindstrom and her team members at the
Inclusion Center — and the queer community in Logan.
The USU Inclusion Center, hosted a booth at Pride for
all USU students. Lindstrom and her team showcased
information about their upcoming October events, as it is
LGBTQ+ history month.
They also shared about their support groups they have
partnered with, such as Counseling and Psychological
Services, or CAPS, and especially their LGBTQ+-specific
ones. Educating USU’s student body about these resources
and topics is very important to Lindstrom, and she believes
these things are important for everyone.
“You don’t have to be a gender or sexual minority to
utilize our services,” Lindstrom said, “We’re always looking

DESIGN BY James Clayton

for allies and encourage bringing friends. We’re here for all
students.”
Lindstrom also shared that a lack of representation is
an important reason why USU students and residents of
Logan should care about Pride.
“There is nothing more alienating than not being able to
identify yourself in films,” Lindstrom said, “This can cause
a lot of misunderstanding and hardship.”
In the eyes of Erika Lindstrom, Pride is about seeing you
are not alone. It’s about community. It’s about standing out
from the crowd, with so many others just like you.
“I’m here for you,” Lindstrom said, “Let’s support each
other, and let’s thrive together.”
Clarissa Casper is a sophomore
studying journalism and aquatic
science at Utah State University.
Outside of writing for the Statesman,
she loves to hike, write poetry and
watch whales.
— clarissa.casper@usu.edu

@sophie_vevo

@Mollysuth10

i just got passed climbing old main by
a man running with a cat under his arm
and i just. will never be good enough

getting second hand heartbroken at
pobev help

By Sage Souza
LIFESTYLES STAFF WRITER

B

est way to combat the spring semester burnout
slump?
Fly roughly 5,000 miles to a foreign country, and
then follow the ancient pilgrimage of a disciple of Jesus
Christ on foot for another 500 miles to a different foreign
country.
Duh.
Scoff as you might, this was the perfect antidote for senior Chase Harward and his partner, Portia Lynn Price.
“I was looking for a change in my life that might just be
grand enough to help me find a new perspective,” Harward said.
After he and Price struggled through a rough semester
fraught with COVID concerns and academic difficulties
while they continued their long-distance relationship, they
decided to do something to help reinvigorate their relationship.
“When I was falling apart during finals week,” Price said,
“Chase called me via Zoom — he was in Logan, and I was
in West Jordan — and he had put together a PowerPoint
presentation to propose that we escape the confinement of
the ‘daily grind’ for a couple months. And I was all for it.”
The Camino de Santiago is an on-foot trek that cuts
through the northern part of Spain, a pilgrimage route to
the remains of the Apostle St. James (Camino de Sant Iago
translates literally to “Way of St. James”). The legend goes
that St. James’ remains were discovered by a shepherd in
the ninth century and soon after — much to the delight of
the Spanish king at the time — hundreds of thousands of
pilgrims flocked to Spain to see this religious relic.
As the Camino became a cemented destination in Christian culture throughout Western Europe, several kings
throughout Spanish history dedicated resources to better
defining and taking take of the pilgrimage route.
Harward said he came up with the idea to walk the Camino de Santiago after studying abroad in Spain two years
earlier. While abroad, Harward connected with the program director David Richter, who led them through a small
section of the Camino.
“By the end of that experience abroad,” he said, “I knew
that becoming a ‘pilgrim’ and walking the Camino de Santiago was something I wanted to do one day.”
The Camino has numerous routes, with starting points
all across Spain and even some stretching further into other countries. Harward and Price decided to walk the most
popular: a 500-mile stretch from Saint-Jean-Pied-de-Port
(close to the Spanish/French border in Southern France)
to Santiago de Compostela.

@shelby4pres
every day i walk past the conference center and
in my reflection i see someone so beautiful,
so nice, cute outfit, good hair. and then, just
like that, i am plucked out of that bliss and
dropped back into the world, forced to enter the
engineering building, crying, throwing up.

The pair did this over the course of a little less than six
weeks, making sure to have a rest day every week or so.
Along the route, there are small and impressively cheap
hostel-type places to stay for pilgrims called “albergues.”
Many of the towns along the route also offer special discounts for those who are travelling the Camino.

Harward Harward and Price Price travelling Europe together.

Submitted Photo

“Staying in a different city every single night for a month
was quite an adventure,” Price said. “With COVID restrictions, a lot of the pilgrim hostels were at limited capacity,
so we spent some days wondering if we were even going
to be able to have a bed for the night. On the days when
the albergues were full, we usually just walked to the next
town. One day we had a late start to a long and hot day.
By the time we reached our destination town, we were
dead tired and had walked about 19 miles. I was so excited to see the hostel because I felt that my feet couldn’t
even carry me another step. Then we found out that every
available bed was taken, so we had to walk another four
miles to the next town, marking 23 miles for our total distance for the day. Days like that really taught me that our

@jordandelacruz
No matter what happens with
#BYUvsUtah I think we can all
agree as Utahns that Cafe Rio has
really gone downhill.
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Harward-in on the Camino

bodies and minds are capable of so much more than we
think they are.”
Harward and Price also felt very lucky by how many generous and interesting people they were able to meet on
their journey — they met folks from Italy, Germany, the
U.K., Ireland and even the U.S. They even crossed paths
with an older man from the Netherlands who had started
walking from his home in the Netherlands a few months
earlier — almost tripling the distance that the couple was
walking.
When asked if they would do it again, both Harward and
Price said yes without hesitation. Harward said that one
thing he remembers most prominently is “this strange evolution of attitudes. When you wake up and start walking
— for us that was about 5:30 a.m. — you hated the world
and everything in it because it feels like you are walking in
the middle of the night with so much more distance to cover before reaching the end. I’d be walking in the morning
and thinking, ‘Man, there’s seriously 20 more days until
Santiago? How am I even going to make it through today?’
By the time we reach the next town and finish for the day,
I marvel at how far we’ve already come and how sad it
will be when we finish. Thinking about how much farther
our end goal was felt overwhelming, but thinking about
just the destination that day made it much less daunting.
Before we knew it, we only had a few days before reaching
Santiago, and I found myself feeling sad that our journey
was coming to an end.”
Both highly recommend the Camino to other folks interested in the opportunity for growth and adventure.
Price said the time and peace to self-reflect was one of
her favorite parts of the Camino, and it served as an excellent grounding exercise.
“On the Camino, you learn to live with what is necessary,
since it all has to fit in a backpack,” she said. “I found that
the items I left behind didn’t matter as much as who was
by my side.”

Sage Souza is a senior studying political
science and Spanish. In her free time, she
enjoys long walks on the beach, making
too many playlists on Spotify, and
retweeting Karl Marx fancams.
—sage.souza@usu.edu

@ mnmnadams
it’s just so hard to explain soda
culture in utah to those who’ve
never experienced it
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Poetry & bagged juice

By Clarissa Casper
LIFESTYLES STAFF WRITER

A

t the Sept. 11 poetry and a beverage night, or PoBev, a wide variety of students crowded the Old
Main Hill Amphitheater. They all eagerly sipped
their Capri Suns and munched on their Uncrustables as
students shared their poems, songs, raps and jokes.
Both Ben Scheffner, the Utah State University Student Association series director, and Gage Duffin, a member of the
series committee and the emcee for the event, expressed
this Utah State tradition is one of their favorite events they
get to plan and be a part of.
“I love to see the great talent that we have at USU,”
Scheffner said, “There are so many unique talents here,
and everyone has something to offer. I just love the diversity here.”
“I love sharing the stage with all the performers, because
there are so many diverse acts,” said Duffin, who has been
a member of the PoBev team since 2018. This diversity was
proved with the various acts performed at PoBev.
There was everything from Danise Gasio reciting a poem
about 9/11 and honoring those who served, to a student
rapping pick-up lines, to a feminist slam poem. One student, Kaleb Coulson, played a song he wrote called “Farmer Joe.”
“I wrote this song a few years ago,” Coulson said. “It’s
about a mythical man named Joe, and he’s a farmer. I
wrote it, and now any time I am having a bad day I sing
that song and I feel good.”
Another act, performed by a quartet called Plant Based,
was the song “Li’l Sebastian” from Parks and Recreation
season 3, episode 16. Their lead singer, Isaac Woodruff,
was filling in for Gabby Diamond, who called in sick that
morning.

“I want everyone here to look up at the stars,” Woodruff
said while strumming his guitar, “Pick one of them to be
your Li’l Sebastian.”
This was the first time Luke Diamond, Woodruff and Ben
Smith performed at PoBev.

“This was super fun!” Diamond said, “I love what they
have going on here.”
Along with the 9/11 poem written by Danise Gasio, Bethany Fox wrote and performed a song about honoring and
remembering the events that took place on 9/11. Students
all felt a special kind of unity as she sang her words about
never forgetting.
“I was born post-9/11, and pre-COVID. Some will be born
post-COVID,” Fox sang. Her words were compelling and a
wonderful way to tribute those who have lived through
disasters.
Brooke Black played the song “All I Want” by Kodaline.
Students in the audience waved their flashlights in unison
as Black sang her heart out on stage.
Scheffner said the unity of students sharing their feelings, thoughts and love in front of their fellow classmates
is also one of his favorite parts of attending PoBev.
“It’s so much fun,” Scheffner said, “It’s welcoming. Every
student is invited. Regardless of their background, they are
welcome here.”
Clarissa Casper is a sophomore
studying journalism and aquatic
science at Utah State University.
Outside of writing for the Statesman,
she loves to hike, write poetry and
watch whales.
— clarissa.casper@usu.edu

PHOTOS BY Joseph F Myers
At PoBev, artists perform original work in front of hundreds of students.

Required vaccinations will help us return to normal

A

ccording to USUSA officials, the university’s vaccinations mandates will determine students’ registration for the upcoming spring semester.
“Our university is requiring vaccination for all students
beginning spring 2022. As per state law,” said Niyonta
Chowdhury-Magana, the Utah State University Student Association senator for the School of Graduate Studies.
Executive Vice President Porter Casdorph said, “If students
can’t provide exemption or be vaccinated then it will make
it more difficult for them to enter certain classes.”
Exemptions may include religious, medical or personal
reasons. Proof of vaccination, plans to get vaccinated and
exemption forms should be submitted to the University
Health Services website.
USUSA President Lucas Stevens urged students to go along
with the mandate, stating, “The university is doing a great
job at providing information and messaging, regarding the
vaccine and just COVID-related topics. It’s really incredible
that the university is providing vaccine clinics on campus.”
“Clinics on the USU Logan campus offer the fully approved
Pfizer vaccine, are free, and open to students and employees,” according to Utah State University Today.
Besides improving the health of our community and making the spring semester safer, these required vaccinations
are making other mandates, like wearing masks on campus
and social distancing, looser.
“I think that the only way to flatten the curve is by getting
vaccinated, wearing masks, staying safe and/or doing our
part to help each other out,” said Chloe Christopher, the
USUSA senator for the College of Education and Human
Services. “I think that if you are not vaccinated you should
do your part by wearing a mask.”
Student Advocate Vice President Ethan Conlee said, in his
experience, vaccinations have proven effective against the
virus.
“The longer that people continue to contract the number
in large numbers,” he said, “the greater the risk that more
and more people will die and won’t be able to go to school
in a normal way.”
From the all interviews I conducted, I did not expect the
various student body members to agree with the mandate.
If things are going to get back to normal, required vaccinations will help the most. And if someone does not want
to be vaccinated, there is always the choice to opt out with
special circumstances.
Now is the time to think about those at risk and help those
who need everyone to play their part.
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Megan Cowdell is a second-year
communications student. She
loves going on bike rides, reading
mystery novels and watching
cheesy movies.
PHOTO BY Edward Harimoto
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“Gilliam” FROM PAGE 3
her to the park, have her meditate and do any activity that will help Ellis keep
her brain moving.
Whoever is watching Ellis needs to be attentive to what she’s doing because if
she’s left alone, trouble can arise.
On Aug. 30, Ryane was eager to spend her Monday getting things done to
prepare to go back to Europe. But Ellis, who was staying with her, had other plans.
“Sometimes she goes through phases where she gets paranoid, or she just is
really convinced that you know, reality isn’t really what reality is,” Ryane said. “I
woke up to a kiss on the forehead from my mom, her bags were packed, and then
I heard the door close behind her. And then I got up, got in my car and followed
her for the next hour, hour and a half as she tried to go and find a bus to Georgia.”
It was frustrating for Ryane because her whole day was derailed. It was also
really sad because her mother was trying to leave.
Ryane has found that everyday can be emotionally draining in its own way, but
she tries to keep it to herself.
“I think it’s challenging because it’s hard to personally grieve as you’re that close
face to face to it,” she said. “So even if I’m feeling very emotional, I’m like, man, I
don’t even feel like I have the space because she doesn’t realize what’s going on.”
The mother-child dynamic also makes it tricky. For Ryane, she’s now fully
responsible for somebody who used to be in charge of her.
And despite having childlike tendencies, Ellis is still an adult who has her pride
and emotions, which means her children can’t just completely control her.
“We figured out you kind of have a guide or, you know, give her options and
let her choose, you know, guide her to the right option, instead of being so
dominant,” Gilliam said. “So I feel like that helped us a lot learning that.”
The unwanted circumstances have forced Ellis’ children to become more patient,
which has helped them increase the love they feel towards their mother.
“Everybody has individual interpersonal relationships, but we both have realized
how this has brought us closer to our mom.” Ryane said. “And for me, as a woman
of faith, that’s something I’ve prayed about for, like, the last seven years of like,
man, I really want to be able to be closer to her … The act of taking care of
somebody when you kind of have to and naturally softens your heart and draws
you closer to somebody.”
What You Should Know
Ellis’ children aren’t sitting around asking for handouts. They’re desperately
trying to solve their situation. As mentioned, Gilliam’s goal is to make the NFL and
use his earnings to help his mother. Ryane and Nikkie uprooted their lives to help
their mom.
Letting the public know their struggles is another step in a long journey in
helping their mother, while also shedding light on how brutal the disease of
dementia can be.
“I would just say, you know, treat somebody [with dementia] like they were
your mother, your father, your grandmother, your grandpa,” Gilliam said. “Don’t
ever try to take advantage of somebody with dementia because at the end of the
day, they still are human, and they still have feelings, and they are already going
through a lot in their mind. They’re battling their mind every day.”

RUSH WEEK EVENTS FALL 2021
MONDAY
BALLS AND BURGERS
9/13 | 5 PM | FIRST DAM

TUESDAY

GROUP HIKE
9/14 | 5 PM | TBA

WEDNESDAY
GAMMA GAME NIGHT
9/15 | 4:30 PM | PROVIDENCE THEATER

THURSDAY
PAINTBALLING
9/16 | 4 PM | INVITE ONLY

FRIDAY
BID DINNER
9/17 | 6 PM | TBA - INVITE ONLY

Jacob Nielson is a third-year
journalism major with an emphasis in
public relations. When he isn’t covering
sports or being a student, he enjoys
running in the mountains and going
on roadtrips.
@jacobnielson12
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CLASSIFIED ADS
Automotive
DONATE YOUR CAR TO
UNITED BREAST CANCER
FOUNDATION! Your donation helps education, prevention & support programs.
FAST FREE PICKUP - 24 HR
RESPONSE - TAX DEDUCTION 1-855-507-2691
DONATE YOUR CAR OR
TRUCK TO HERITAGE FOR
THE BLIND. Free 3 Day
Vacation, Tax Deductible,
Free Towing, All Paperwork
Taken Care Of. CALL 1-855408-2196
Donate your car, truck or
van. Help veterans find jobs
or start a business. Call
Patriotic Hearts Foundation.
Fast, FREE pick-up. Max
tax-deduction. Operators are
standing by! Call 1-866-9833647
Financial
Wesley Financial Group,
LLC. Timeshare Cancellation
Experts. Over $50,000,000
in timeshare debt and fees
cancelled in 2019. Get free
informational package and
learn how to get rid of your
timeshare! Free consultations. Over 450 positive
reviews. Call 888-912-9289
Health & Nutrition
HEARING AIDS!! Buy one/
get one FREE! Nearly
invisible, fully rechargeable
IN-EAR NANO hearing aids
priced thousands less than
competitors! 45-day trial!
Call: 1-833-991-0313

Portable Oxygen Concentrator May Be Covered by Medicare! Reclaim independence
and mobility with the compact design and long-lasting
battery of Inogen One. Free
information kit! Call 877691-4639
Miscellaneous
DISH Network. $64.99 for
190 Channels! Blazing Fast
Internet, $19.99/mo. (where
available.) Switch & Get a
FREE $100 Visa Gift Card.
FREE Voice Remote. FREE
HD DVR. FREE Streaming
on ALL Devices. Call today!
1-866-360-6959
INVENTORS - FREE INFORMATION PACKAGE Have
your product idea developed
affordably by the Research
& Development pros and
presented to manufacturers.
Call 1-877-649-5574 for a
Free Idea Starter Guide.
Submit your idea for a free
consultation.
DIRECTV - Every live football game, every Sunday anywhere - on your favorite
device. Restrictions apply.
Call IVS - 1-833-599-6474
HughesNet Satellite Internet
- 25mbps starting at $49.99/
mo! Get More Data FREE
Off-Peak Data. FAST download speeds. WiFi built in!
FREE Standard Installation
for lease customers! Limited
Time, Call 1-844-294-9882

Earthlink High Speed Internet. As Low As $49.95/
month (for the first 3
months.) Reliable High
Speed Fiber Optic Technology. Stream Videos, Music
and More! Call Earthlink
Today 1-844-240-1769
DIRECTV NOW. No Satellite
Needed. $40/month. 65
Channels. Stream Breaking
News, Live Events, Sports &
On Demand Titles. No Annual Contract. No Commitment. CALL 1-844-435-3985
Two great new offers from
AT&T Wireless! Ask how to
get the new iPhone 11 or
Next Generation Samsung
Galaxy S10e ON US with
AT&T’s Buy one, Give One
offer. While supplies last!
CALL 1-855-916-3098
Become a published author!
Publications sold at all
major secular & specialty
Christian bookstores. CALL
Christian Faith Publishing
for your FREE author submission kit. 1-866-460-2052

CARTOON BY Keith Wilson

Yard & Landscaping
Eliminate gutter cleaning
forever! LeafFilter, the most
advanced debris-blocking
gutter protection. Schedule
a FREE LeafFilter estimate today. 15% off Entire
PurHarward. 10% Senior
& Military Discounts. Call
1-844-909-2398

Last week’s solution:

Sudoku puzzles are provided by
www.sudokuoftheday.com.
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